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ABOUT FUMAC
FUMAC designs, develops, manufactures and markets
furniture of functional value. Our mission is to be the
best furniture manufacturer offering sustainable
solutions in selected markets. Our story began in 1956
when cabinetmaker Egon Jensen founded FUMAC in
Vinderup in the western part of Denmark. Today we are
still a family owned company based on dedicated and
loyal craftsmen with a great passion for furniture.
We are one of Denmark’s leading manufacturers of
functional, tailored and durable design furniture for both
office and home – and we are proud to say that our
furniture is sold in more than 15 countries.
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SUSTAINABILITY
We work according to the ISO 14001 environmental management system. We focus on circular economy. We make green accounting. We only
procure and sell FSC® certified wood. We offer EU-Ecolabelled products. Our suppliers and we recycle as much as possible. We offer
secondhand and discarded products. We minimize our recycled packaging. We use local suppliers when possible in order to reduce our CO
²
footprint. We believe in digital presence to minimize print etc., etc., etc. Sustainability is, however, also about long-lasting solutions which is why
our FUMAC solutions have a timeless design in high quality and an outstanding durability combined with a long product guarantee which
contribute to a longer lifetime. We furthermore encourage you to choose future-proof and flexible solutions which makes it possible to redesign
your furniture if your needs or taste should change over time – sustainability at its best!
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EU-ECOLABEL & ENVIRONMENT
As a part of our green strategy, a selected series of FUMAC’s office furniture is offered as EU-Ecolabelled products in order to benefit the environment and your health. The EU-Ecolabel looks at
the entire product’s life cycle from raw materials, use, disposal and recycling: It guarantees higher
product durability, less waste and limitation of substances harmful to health and the environment.
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EU Ecolabel :
DK/049/004
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VALUES
At FUMAC, our shared values are based in competences,
mutual respect and quality. These values can be seen in our
products, too. We take pride in delivering the very best quality.
Quality is also delivery on time, great advice and a super
service. We listen to you and advise you on the best solutions
tailored to your needs – but watch out, we might disagree with
you and we might even provoke you a bit to get there!
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DESIGN
FUMAC’s minimalistic, elegant and exclusive design is inspired
by our Danish roots. The clean lines appeal to both classical
and modern furnishings and inspire and harmonize with the
expression you want to signalize. Our timeless and original
design with consideration for nature, environment and quality
furthermore ensures that our solutions will last. Our furniture is
designed by renowned and award winning architects,
upcoming designers, in-house and sometimes even by you.
Classic Danish – it can be said as simple as that. But design is
not only a matter of aesthetics and form but also functionality
and flexibility. We offer the ’Danish way’ of thinking, designing,
producing and acting.
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FUNCTIONALITY & FLEXIBILITY
Functionality is usability, the possibility of multipurpose use, user friendliness, ergonomics and comfort. As an example your Maxi Tower can
be used as an informal place for effective stand-up meetings. Customize your own unique furniture by choosing between a great mix of different
surfaces and colours and finish it up with selecting accessories that match your individual needs – and place them wherever it suits you - mix and
match. The combinations are endless. You can even customize your customized furniture over time according to your needs as our furniture is
flexible and futureproof. What works today, doesn’t necessarily work tomorrow. And what works for you, doesn’t necessarily work for your
colleague. But don’t worry – we would love to help you all!
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INVITATION TO DIALOGUE
With FUMAC’s storage solutions you will avoid cluttering up your office. You can choose from standard solutions or even design your own visual
expression whether you need e.g. just one storage unit or an entire landscape of storage units. Our storage units can be used as room dividers,
sound absorbers and even bulletin boards. Whether the storage units are grouped or not and whether they are with or without an extra
decorative top, our storage units can be used as natural, unformal meeting points. Our furniture invites to dialogue – are you ready to join?
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FURNITURE AT WORK
Our furniture is perfect for all kinds of work and interacting:
Individual Work ∙ Personal Work ∙ Shared Work ∙ Formal
Meetings ∙ Informal Meetings ∙ Flexible Meetings ∙ Standing
Meetings ∙ Walk & Talk Meetings ∙ Creative Meetings ∙
Conferencing ∙ Learning ∙ Auditoriums ∙ Canteens ∙ Receptions
∙ Cafes ∙ Hotels ∙ Hospitality ∙ Care ∙ Lounge ∙ Relaxation ∙
Chilling out… You name it – FUMAC’s furniture works!
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CSR
We believe in social responsibility. We require that our suppliers comply with the same high standards
that we do ourselves. Our Code of Conduct describes a respectful approach to staff and basic human
rights, prohibits child labour and supports the health and safety of staff. Just as we take responsibility
for the environment. One more reason for you to feel comfortable when using our furniture!
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INTERIOR DESIGN
We don’t just sell furniture. We sell complete interior design
environments that optimize your and your colleagues’ everyday
life and increase your employees’ satisfaction, well-being and
thus efficiency. Our furniture promotes natural interaction and
collaboration just as we focus on utilization and optimization of
space and furniture. We help inspiring you and together we will
find solutions that will match your stylistic preferences and your
needs in different places and different situations.
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FORM & FINISH
Choose among many materials, surfaces, forms,
shapes, sizes, designs… to get your own personalized
solution. If you choose natural products like wood or
veneer, you will get an even more unique solution as
not two pieces of wood or veneer are identical. That is
one of the charms about wood and just one of the
reasons why we love our craftmanship.
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FSC® – FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL®
When furnishing your company with furniture from FUMAC
you can be convinced that you only get wood from
responsible managed forests and controlled resources as
FUMAC only procures and sells FSC® certified wood.
Together we are responsible and caring about the world’s
forests, the forest workers and the indigenous peoples,
e.g. because no more wood is felled than the forest itself
can reproduce. Furthermore, FSC contributes to at least
14 of the 17 UN’s Sustainable Development Goals where
FUMAC’s main sights are set on SDG #3 Good Health
and Well-being and #12 Responsible Consumption and
Production. Because we care!
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INSPIRATION
We get our inspiration from the wild and beautiful nature that surrounds us just as we get inspired by
our constantly developing new ways of living & working. The result is innovative furniture that inspires,
surprises and pleases you and your colleagues. As an example, our furniture might encourage you to
work or interact in new ways. Our furniture has a story to tell – don’t hesitate asking!
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HEALTH & ERGONOMICS
Physical inactivity is one of the reasons for the heavy rise in lifestyle diseases that we
experience in big parts of the western world. Get off your chair and stand up – also
during meetings – and you will experience that you get more productive and motivated
just as movement might reduce any pain in your neck and shoulders. Our height
adjustable desks and conference tables encourage you to change your working positions
during the day and to move around to avoid static positions. You can be assured that
FUMAC’s furniture meets all ergonomic requirements – and more.
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HAPPINESS & ‘HYGGE’
Studies show that happy employees are more engaged. Engaged employees are more
productive, more likely to deliver high-quality results and more loyal to the company.
Happiness in the workplace also reduces stress and illnesses. The organization runs more
smoothly, reduces employee turnover and increases profits. FUMAC’s furniture and interior
design solutions help promoting your employees’ well-being and create ‘hygge’ – the good
and content feeling you get from a cozy and aesthetically pleasing atmosphere.
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COLOURS & MOOD
We offer harmonic colours, classical colours, warm colours,
evocative colours, creative colours… Tell us what you would like
to express and we will create the mood and style that match your
needs – knowing that your needs might differ from space to
space, from situation to situation and from time to time.
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REFERENCES
We have developed both traditional and modern furniture solutions
throughout our many years of experience in the contract market. If you
want to learn more about some of our solutions made in collaboration
with our loyal vendors, customers and interior decorators, then please
contact us, check out www.fumac.dk or follow FUMAC on the social
media. Feel free to explore and thank you for following & joining us!

No liability for errors, obsolete products or colours. FUMAC A/S reserves the right to introduce modifications or changes in dimensions or models. 04/2020.
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EU Ecolabel :
DK/049/004
Selected products in this catalogue
are EU-Ecolabel certified.
Look for the logo.

The furniture in this catalogue
is delivered as FSC® certified
where possible. Please contact
us for further information.

FUMAC A/S ∙ Industrivej 10 ∙ DK-7830 Vinderup ∙ T: +45 86 44 81 22 ∙ post@fumac.dk ∙ www.fumac.dk
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